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The subject of radiative-transfer deals with the analysis 

of radiation field in a medium with different types of absorption 

and emission of radiation energy. As is well known. the process~s 

of radiative transfer is, in general' of very complicated nature,a.n.d 

much efforts have been applied with several types of assumptions 

to solve the problems of radiative_transfer. Indeed~a.degree of 

maturity is reached particularly in the field of stationery radia-

~· tive transfer. However this is not the case in the field of non-

~-
1 -

'equilibrium (non-stationery) radiation transfer theory ( Genapol 

and Mutsumoto. 1986 ). The presence of additional time-variable 

in non-stationary radiative transfer problems makes the relevant 

---·equation inherently more complex' which may be the cause of less 

attention that it has received so far. 
' 

In astrop~ysicsf presence of phenomenon~ such as the J.umines

cence of nebulae due to s~dd~n brightenning or di~ng of a star 

during a long interval of time after the star has ceased its 

illumination~ the gradual brightening of a medium when the radiation 

source is suddenly switched on·or gradual dimming off when the 

radiation source is suddenly switched off and the diffuse reflection 

and transmission by a planetary atmosphere immediately before and 

after solar eclipse,. make it necessary to work out the theory of 

non-stationary radiatiion transfer for a steady or unsteady medium. 
! 

These types of problems can be classified into two classes depend-

ing upon the tim~-spent in absorption or_scattering (t1 ) and time

spent between successive scatterings (t2 ). Usua.lly one of these tw~f~~ 
·, -~.\~:1'\::(;;-?f':" 

>.~ -··--: _. 
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characteristic times dominates and determines the radiation 

field. The mathematical description of non-stationary radiative 

transfer processes consists of equation of transfer which is a 

balanced equation and describes the conservation of photon during 

the processes. The two different approach (i.eG• the La~gian 

and Eulerian approach) for the derivation of equation of transfer~ 

using two different points of views lead to same equation of 

transfer of the following form 

I tr,'Y ~{' 't) + ...a.. "V I ( r, v ~~,t) 

= s ( r' ....Q ' t) - ~ ( r ~ y 't) I ( r' v ,..n. 't ) 

+ 
t 
) ~ ( t - t. ) dt. 

0 0 41T 

••• ••• ( 0.1. ) 

where. 

I(r~~ ,~,t) is .specific intensity rel.ated to the distribu~ 

ti<rm function D(r,.Y ,.n..~t) as 

I ( r' v 1 .U ~ t) = C h-» U ( r !I~ ' .n~ t) 

. . . c 0.2 

c = Velocity of light 

h = Planck constant 
: 

~ = frequency of radiation 

r = position variable 

t = time .. 

"-=--
....12. = direction cosiues 
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The function f(t t') represents the probabi~ity that. a· photon 

absorbed at t = 0 wil~ be emitted in time-interval (t, t + dt), 

t• is the mean duration of temporal capture. S(r~Jl,t) gives the 
I 

rate of energy emission due to spontaneous p~ocesses. Various 

kinds of problems can be constructed for different forms of this 

function .<source function). <r (r~:V ~t) is the total interaction 

co-efficient i.e. sum of absorption and scattering ~o-efficients. 
•( 

The function cr ( r ~ ~~ ~"')) ~...n.. , ..U. , t) represents the differential 
S. . 

scattering co-efficients 'which is the measure of probability that 
I I 

a photon being .scattered from ~- to)) contained in d~ and from 

-n.' to ..Q. contained in d..n.. travelling a distance ds = edt. 

~he fo~ of transport equation requires boundary conditions 

for' its solution. It is generally assumed that the system is a 

non-~eentrant volume (if. not, it is possible by means of a hypo

-thetical surface to make the system non-reentrant. Pomraning (1973)) 

On physical grounds it will be s~fficient to specify the specific 

~~ intensity at all points on the boundary surface of the medium 

!'!~ concerned in the incoming direction • We . to solve the equation 

of transfer for outgoing radiation or radiation at any point inside 

the medium. For a non-reentrant surface, we can write, 

o •• 

( 0.3 

where, 1
0 

is a specific.iil given. function at r
0 

and rJ is the out

ward drawn normal at r • The free bOundary condition demands 
. 0 . 

0] • .12..< 0 . . . 
-1 .n q :~. r'l ''·I 

" t~ ,.:, :J t J """TP. llJII~. 
rtrJiVlk.n:;;q.-, Uli:Hil.t.•l 

. -.... -... ·-·-- ·-------------- .... -- ----------~-2 ____ 9_~ c 1~-~-~~-------- --.. ii~J A ~~~-M-(J-~~~:fJ·-~ .. -- --- ----- -
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The corresponding initial conditions :tor time variation in 0 <: t < o0 

is given 'by 

{ o.s ) 

or ••• ( 0.6 ) 

where It is a specified function. 

In the discussion of the equation of transfer we have neglec-

ted some interesting physics •. the con~ideration of which will change 

the equation of transfer to some extent. In the first·place we 

should consider the socalled "induced processesN where the pr~ess 

of emdssion or scattering of photons are enhanced by the ·photon 

density in the final (excited} state. From the quantum statistical 

consideration ( Feynman ~-al. 1966} it can be shown.that the 

probability of emission and scattering in theequation of transfer 

·should be increased by the factor 1 + c2 I(r,~ ,~,t}/2hY3 • where 

the frequency and angle arguments· of the specific intensity corres-

pond to the ~tate of photon after emission or scattering processes 

have occured. Hence the equation of transfer takes the complicated 

form 

4ff 0 

-~:..--·-:--·~·~·=~ 

•,. 
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5 f ( t - t. ) dt .• 
0 

/ 2 1 • I t! •3 7 L 1 + C .I(r~)> ~.n.,t. )/2hJJ _ 
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••• ( o. 7 ) 

This:nonlinear equati~n equation can be made linear by the assump

tion of no frequency change upon scattering. 

The next is to consider the concept of Local thermodynamic· 

equilibrium. In equation ( 0.1 ) the source term S(r~JL,t) gives 

the. spontaneous emissions from atoms and ~ and ()" determines the 
a s 

interaction processes (absorption and scattering etc.) of radiation < 

with ~tter • These three quanti ties depend upon the populat.ion o} 

atoms in various states and hence no simple relationship exists 

between them. However to simplify the situation it is assu~~d that 

·~ properties of atoms are dominated by atomic collissions which 

determine the thermodynamic equilibrium locally at r and t and the 

radiation field' even if deviates substantially from the equilibrium 

pl~nk distribution~ does not affect this equilibrium (Pomraning. 

1973). Inother words~ in addition.to atomic collission two thermo-
-

dynamic quantities such as temperature and density are sufficient 

to compute these three\ quantities. 

Obviously the form of equation of transfer ( 0.1 ) or ( 0.7 ) 

ar~ extremely complicated to deal with., The specific igtensity is 
;r~_ 
.~::i~':~f ·~.;,:_ 
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dependent on seven variables viz •• x,y,z~v '~-' 'cf 't as well as 

t·he· other quantities like source term s, the absorption and 

scattering probabilities ( CJ a~ C!i s> or the. differential cross 

sections• In order to make the system mathematically tractable 
' o.w:l- . 

several approximations}simplifying assumptions are to be made. 

The restriction to plane geometry end frequency independence with 

azimuthal symmetry reduces the number of independent argument from 

~ seven to three onlyo The resulting monochromatic ~quation of 

transfer only have exact analytical soluti~ns only for a small 

number of limiting cases. Hence one mrist have to approximate the 

equation of transfer analytically or ~umerically for practical 

purposes. 

Under above restrictions the general equation of transfer 

( 0.1 ) simplifies much and most of the investigations· are concen

trated on the following form of non-stationary equation of transfer 

for radiation studies in atmosphere ( Burbridge, 1960 ) 

I f 
p ( r- #;r- ) d r--

... . ( 0_.8 ) 

where )\ is a small constant and P ( ~ ( 1) represent the phage func

tions which .determines the scattering of radiation from direction 
" . . ; 

-fL· to direction ,pv'. The form of this tunction represents· different 

3 2 
cases of interest viz •• isotropic (=constant). Raleigh (= 4(l +Cos 0) 

planetary (= w (1 + x Cos() ) ' - 1..:=:- x :=- + 1) and so on. In gen.eral 

-~ ~ ~h~ ~ ~ ~ a.ii a Sezi~S' :izfi ~ ~-
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this phage function can be expanded as a series in legendre 

polynomials in the following form 

()(J 

P(Cos 9) = L w.<. P..l {Cos 0} 
.(,-:.o 

. . . 0 •• { 0.9 ) 

where 0 is the angle between the two directions and Wt are constants. 

The diff,usion .of imprisoned radiation through a gas is regard-

ed as ·time-dependent radiative transfer problem. In such problems .. 

. the radiation field is characterised by gradual decaying of radia

tion intensity with certain mean life of emitting radiation when 

one surface of the medium is illuminated by external sources for 

certain time and then suddenly cut off. To study the manner of 

decay we have to consider the following equation of transfer 
•0 

( Chandrashekher, 1960 ) 

d tdx I(x~r-. 1 t) = I(x'f''t)- N(t,x} .... ( 0.10 ) 

d N(x,t) = N(x,t). + ~ J(x,t) ••• ( 0.11 ) 

for plane-parallel slabs. The function 

0 , •• ••• ( 0.12 ) 

depends on ·the statis±ical weight q 1 and q 2 of th~ ground (1) and 

excited ( 2) ·states with population 01
1 

and 0! 2 respectively., In 

equation ( 0.11 )~ J(x,t) is the mean intensity. 

The boundary conditions for such problem are given by, · 

for t ~ 0 

O~f-'-~ 1 

••• ( 0.13 ) 
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t s 0 .... ( O.l3b ) 

with -x < x < +x
1 

. _1- -

In ~eutron and neutral particle transport we are mainly concerned 

with distribution of particles in six-dimensional phase-space 

(direct product of configuration space and velocity space). It is 
ee:1-\-~ c i"('~ M-to..'t'\.(...C.s. ~his d.i''S-\,.;'by\-t"o'h.. · 

well known (Willi.~~ 1971) that underAobeys an integra-differen-

tial equation of Boltz~an type which is generally a nonlinear 

equation. The most general tyPe of transport equation which is a 
. ' 

linearised form of general Boltzman equation ( a balance equation ) 

for neutron transport, is given by ( Williams. 1971 ) 

( I J ' I = ) d .n.. dE 1 L ( E 1 ~ E ; ...R.-7.51.. ; r) 

¢(r,E',~~t) + S(r,E,~t) 0 •• ( 0.14- ) 

where [ (E,r) estimates the number of neutrons scattered out of 
s 

the d¥'dEd.s2 per unit time at Y 

[a<i_.r) estimates the number of neutrons absorbed.in drdEd.S2.. 

per unit time at~ 

Ls(E',r) 41 estimates the number of scattering col.).issions 

per unit time in drdEd...Q. If P.(E'-7 Ejn.~.a..jr) estimates the proba.bi
~-

\ lity that a scattering collission at position r by a neutron with 

energy E 1 and,<direction given by the unit vector will cause the 
'.;::t~:,~" 

~ tl0-"~, ... ~ ~ ~~~-~~~the 

~ ·~d~ ~ ~-s-e;ct:l<oD 
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neutron to end up ~ith energy between E to E + dE. then we get 

the expression for differential scattering cross-section 

••• ( 0 • .1.5 ) 

The functipn S(r,E,~ 1 t) is the source term. For different 

types ·of source ., (such as~ independent' isotropic and time-
- ' 

independe~t1 pul~ed and isotropic~ fission, pulsed isotropic and 

localized and so on) ' the source function takes different forms. 

Equation ( 0~15 ) is fundamental for transport of neutrons. In 

general this ·equation is very much difficult to solve. As in 

radiative-transfer equation. this equation has required the aid of 

many assumptions and approximations (Case & zweifel1 1967 ). 

These assumptions comprise the nature of the various scattering 

and absorptions co-efficients, geometry of the space etc. To obtain 

simple solution drastic assumptions on physical makeup of system 

under consideration- are also made. In general the objective of 

various studies are mostly confied to the simple pronlem to gain 

some physical insight of physical processes going on in a practical 

situation which is rather much difficult to handle. 

It is ~uite evident from the nature of transport equation 

(viz. Equation (Ool5) ) that specification of initial and boundar<}' 

conditions and distribution of neutron sources throughout the all 

space are necessary to obtain a solution. The existence and unique-

ness of solution of general time-dependent equation of transfer is 

guaranted l;i}f~e pre~ence of initial and bo_undary conditions and 
. ·.~~~~~1~·:~:· 

distribution-of sources within the physical space for. various 

i . : 
. -

' ~. 
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-{' kinds of bounded sources and cross-sections ( Case & Zweifel, 

1967 ) • We shall now discuss in short some instances where time·~· 

dependent transfer equation are dealt with. 

The determination of asymptotic behaviour of total number 

number of _neutrons inside a nuclear reactor is a fundamental 

problem in reactor physics •. The importance lies in the fact that 

it is greatly necessary to maintain a steady state situation 

~ inside the reactor by balancing the net loss (absorption and 

leakage} of neutrons with the production of neutrons through · 

fission processes~ as otherwise the reactor will stop producing 

energy (decaying case) ·or will eventually run out of control. 

The solution of this reactor-problem determines actually the 

expected numb~r neutrons in the reactor as most of the processe~

involved are probabilistic in nature. The form of boundary conaili-

tions for such problem is given by 

v{lS(x.v .t) = o~ t > 0 • • • .... 
. ' 

In such cases neutrons which leak out of ·the co~figuration spac~'~ 

occupied by the reactor or experimental site through boundary et:~L 

lost for ever and donot have any further role~ 

The multiple scattering·problem which includes more than 

-
one scattering processes inside the region, is regarded as time·~ 

dependent neutron-transport problem. A target in which the parti·£::~el 

-~· are scattered which induces ·absorption and emission of new parti;.:;:lle-

s with change in _velocity outside consists of a compact- configu~\'-:-~~ 
":--·_· -~!~..-::-· 

···~;:~«-
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~ ·' · tion _space outside of which the particles moves in straight path 

with constant velocity. 

A basic problem in neutron thermatization is the calculatimw 

of the fate of fast neutrons when it is injected into a moderatin~ 

medium. Fast neutrons of several M£V collide with nuclei of the 
f§!l 

system and are·aegraded in~ by elastic and inelastic colli-

sion depending upon energy of neutrons· and nature of medium. '!'he 

~ statistical nature of energy loss per collission will give rise ~tt.]i.; 

two types of energy spectrum depending upon the atomic weight of 

·' 
the scattering nuclei' a broad spectrum for light nuclei and 

IS 
relative~y narrow energy band for heavy nuclei which~roughly in 

gaussian shape as they slow down. For the later kind of neutrons 

it is possible"to give some direct physical meaning to a slowing. 

down time and to specify the .spectrum by a dispersion. When both 

these two types of neutrons:reach thermal ranges the effect of 

chemical bOnd and upscattering will increase the slowing down ti~· 

~ and distort the slowing down spectrum. 

Finally the pulse will be thermalized and the study of su'c:~., 

pulsed spectrum gives us ideas about how it comes into equilibr.:i.<!"J:D~ ... 

The appropriate neutron balance equation for infinite medium ca:S£;.>. 

is given by Williams (1966) when integrat~d over -all directions ,~. 

1 d ~ V 'Jt ¢(E.r.t) + \}. J(E.r.t) + L (E) ¢(E.r.t) 

..0 

= J 'I ( E '-7 E ) ¢ ( E • • r .-t ) dE • + S ( E • r • t ) ( 0.16 /.1 
·:;. _;~. :-:-: .,$.. 

0 

where .J ;'~~~~ctor neutron current 



~ = angle integrated flux. 

In the present problem ~-J=O and we get the equation 

DO 

.! H (E.t) + L (E) ¢(E.t) = j[(E' E) 
dt 0 

¢(E'.t)dE' + S(E.t) • • • ( 0.17 ) 

Macroscopic absorption cross section for energy 
~ 

E. 
• :[s{E) = macroscopic scattering cross sections for neutrons 

of energy E. 

P(E'~ E) = probability that a neutron with initial energy E' will 

end up after" a collission with final energy E. L(E'...:;.. E) is frequent-

ly called scattering kernel. 

For.a finite block of mOderator the fate of pulse neutrons 

+/ are chan~ed considerably and leakage of neutrons will be responsible 

for a change in equilibrium neutron spectrum (Williams 1966). Equa-

tion describing this problem is given by 

¢(E.r,t) 
+ La(E) ¢(E.r.t) - D(E) 

• • • . . . ( 0.18 ) 

The difference that V.J 'f:. O, in the finite medium arises 

due td~.~ fact that leakage causes a curvature in the spatial 
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neutron flux and hence a net neutron current is presento How0 verl 

We can make diffussion approximation for sma~l curvature f~ux. 

In equation (0.18)' the term 

Od 

S
0 

¢(E) = )L(E'-7 E) ¢(E')dE' - ~(E)¢(E) () . . ( 0.19 j 
0 

represents a. measure. of the excess of neutrons scattered E over 

those scattered out. The source term in equation (0.18) here taken 

the following form 

During a nuclear fission certain fissile fragments nuclei yeild 

neutrons as a result of beta (electron) decay in addition to 

prompt neutrons that are imn1ediately born of the fission. These 

fragments are extremely unstable and undergoes successive decays~ 

In several cases the decay product following a ~-decay is in a 

highly· e:xci ted state and has sufficient energy to emit imn1ediately 

a neutron. so neutrons produced by these mechanisms do not appear 

at the instant of fission and these neutrons are called delayed 

neutrons., The decay period is primarily determined by thA decay 

constant of the preceeding fast /3-emission., since "excess" neutrons 

~14 
are produced by the la.st nucleus in L'/ 10 Sec whicn is very smc:l'l 

in comparison to )3 -particle half-life (f'.1ilton Ash~ 1965). These 

neutrons are conveniently classified by groups dep0ndigg on cha~ac-

\..-- teristic decay time., Extensive tables of data for these groups C.Te 
\ 

given by Meghrebleam and Holmes (~960) and Zweifel (1966).-Keepi.n. 

( 1956'j:~::~e presence of delayed neutrons is not very important b:J 
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the stPady state operation of stationa~y fuel reactor because 

in st~ady state the·total number 0f neutrons produced form 

fission is not altered by the distribution of delayed neutron 

(Maghreblian and Holmes. 1960)., However it is true that the 

energy spectrum of the fission neutrons'is dependent upon the 

properties of the·delayed neutrons. It has slightly lower energy 

spectrum than prompt neutrons (D. Litter and J.R .. Ralfle. 1955). 

The"presence of decayed neutron has an important eftect 

in determining the neutron flux distribution in a time-dependent 

systemo :For one group delayed neutron we can have the following 

equation to be solved (Williams. 1966)o 

0(1 

- ~ X,
1
(E) (1 -A f~L~E' ~~0 (E' ,x,-D..,t)dE' 

0 flSSl.On 

( 0.20 

o<f 
where 

dN(X,t) + l N(X,t) = 
)t 'Y ,s J v I ~ E I ~ ~ 0 (E. ,x, ...fl..~ t) dEc 

flSSlOn 0 

••• ( 0.,21 

where :T. = mean life time of delayed neutron emitter 

~(E) =energy spectrum of delayed neutrons , 
~ = Total fraction of delayed neutron 

N(X,t) = Concentration of delayed neutron emitt0r 

(E') =number of neutrons produc0d as a result o~ a tission 
,,\· 

~- by neutrons of energy E ( Promt + delayed) 
·.~ ... 

's = differential cross sections. 
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Methods of Solution 

·As mentioned earlier, most problems in the theory of nonstationary 

radiation fields consists of finding time rate of change of quan

tities characterising- a radiation field in a static or non-static 

medium, capable of absorb~ng and emitting radiant energyG However, 

th~ nuffiber_of studies in stationary media is rather extensive than 

~- in nonstationery mediao The first step in the itivestigations of 

time-dependent radiative transfer theory were made by Compton 

{1922)~ Milne (1926) and Holstein (1947) in studies on diffussion 

of resonance radiation. It was revived by Chandrashekhar (1960) 

A systematic examination of problems of non-stationary _radiation 

fields was started by v.v. sobolev (l952a, 19~2b, 1956)e He used 

the concept of probability that a light quanta absorbed at an 

optical depth 

t~v~~ -\""-~ 
s--~-\l.t..v,......_CS·After obtaining the indicated quantity the radiation 

+--- escapi.ng from the medium can be found by integration. Certain 

integra1 differential and functional equations had been developed 

to determine the probability functions. The solutions of these 

equations were obtained by means of Laplace transform t_echnique. 

sobolov ( 1952b) studied the case for t 2 >) t t ,whereas Minin (Theory 

of Steller ~pectra, V.V. sobolov, 1966) developed the theory for 

t )~ t G However, Minin (1969) directly attacked tne non-stationary 
1 '/ 2 ! 

radiation transfer equation for isot.ropic and homogeneous medium 

with the help of Laplace transform. The investigation points out 

the*}~-t that if certain change 1n some parameter such as albedo, 
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optical depth and source function are made depending upon the 

Laplace transform parameter, the solution c2n be ontained from 

the corresponding stationary problem. The inversion of the 

Laplace-transform naturally yields the indicated functions. This 

technique is applied also for infinit.e medium¥ Minin (1~62). 

For problems in 3-dimensional nonstationary homogeneous infinite 

medium wit~ uniformly distriouted source' the same technique was 

\ used ( Sobolov, 1966 ). Minin (1964) solved the proolem for semi-;,.).-. 

infinite medium with isotropic scattering using sobolovJs technique. 

The proble!Il of isotropic .Light scattering in a plane parallel layer 

of finite optical thickness is considered by Minin (1971). It is 

assumed that optical depth of any point in the medium varies with 

timeo Func~ional equation for reflection and transmission functions 

are obtained('"So"Y -\1 = 0 o..,..._d.. ·-L 1 .::: {.LJ., Gt..,.ivU.n (l91~ ~Y\Sic.4e,(«i. ~0)"\l~
-pi'c 7\o'"-s~.HO'f\.o..Y<f sc...a...-\"\c.YiY\.q ;_..,... o.. s~~-.i.."l'\.'\'...-_'ti_ c~~ -c~R/~'M-Sio'W\aJ,~A;~.""'. 

One of the important problem in astrophysics is to study 

the physical processes occuring during a noval outburst. It is 

known '( Gorbatsky & Minin, 1963 ) that during a noval outburst, 

detachment of shells from the star occurs at the initial instant 

of time. The solution for such problems constituting one dimensional 

case have been obtained by means of Sobolov•s technique ( Sobolov, 

1966 in terms of dimensionless time U = t/t 1 

The phenomenon of ejec~ion oi matt~r associated with shell 

detachment during a naval outburst affect the radiation of the : 

~-, star close to the moment of maximum brightness. This case has also 

been. studied by the same authoro 

:,:~~,~~-
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·: 'J'he? ca.sp t 1 == 0 and ?..-'.the photon survival probabili-ty being 0~ 

which corresponds to scattering on ae~osols,and the case of turbulent 

diffusion was studied by Fok (1926) Darydov .(1935)~ using an equation 

for the case when bhe photon moves the whole time and is scattered 

instantaneously (t1 = 0). The results obtained by Code and ~ason 

(1970), Katsev (1968) and Minin (1955) can be obtained-from these 

general results if ~ = 1 and t
1 
~b._ 

The case t 2 f 0 has also been studied 1n many papers. Engibar

yan (1965) used Fourier transform with respect to the time of the 

reflection co-efficient and found it ·for the case of no forward 

scattering. For this case~f;~irii11. ( l971) made a cbmpl~te investigation., . ··. ~~~~~~--·>~~~/:. ~... . .. ~ .. <:~~22!~--~ . '. . . 
The special problems of a_ inU.ltiplying medium was 'conside-red by Wing 

(1958) ~sing functional equation for reflection co-efficiento He 

proved the existence of 'a solution and found the time Laplace-transform 

of reflection co-efficient. Various asympotic formulae forthe variables 

which characterise a nbnstationary media of one dimension were 

obtained in sobolev (1956)-' sobolev (l952),Katsev (1968) and Grinin 

(1971). Romanova (1966) studied the angle dependant non-stationary 

transport equation and by two iterations of. the solution found 1n 

small-angle approximation~ ~ery good expressions for radiation 

intensities at small depths of the mediaum were obtainedo Katsev (1969) 

found the temporal distribution from.the calculated moments of these 

exact e:>.rpressions .. 

For a semiinfinite medium, the equations were derived for the 

functions that determin~ the intensity of the emerging radiation 

intensity in the case of illumination of a medium that scatters radia-

·--~.\_.,.. 
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tion i:;;ot:ropically by a pulsP of p.Jrallal i)pa:ns 8r a. unif0rm flash 

of t"h-=> whole medium. G.inin (1971). '!'he ?quation for t 2 = 0 was solved 

numericaliy by iterationm 

\~ 

. When the radiation fir->ld in a s·r::>mi-infinite medium;..illuminat~d 

by radiation whose intensity varies harmonically with time it was 

shown in ( Williams, 1971~ Katsev, 1971 ) that at high modulation 

frequency w there is no st~ady state regime in the deep layers for 

t 1 = 0 i.e., the angular distribution varies with depth, the radiation 

fiold does not exceed in adjusting to too frequent variations of the 

incidPrit signalc,01"agirner(l974), ~rdmann andhurie (1967)_, made a 

study of a pulsed flat source on the bo...J.ndary and Baldonado and 

~rdmann (1967 and 1969) studied the ~ropagation of brightness waves 

· "1 iwt f fl · h h · bl proport~one to e rom at sources wlt t e same varla e power 

dependence situated at an infinite and finite depth. 

A very good account of asymtotic behdviour of the solutions 

for noh-scattering (provi0.od thr-> phas8 function is not too elongated) 

and for arbitrary t 1 , t
2 

and ~ are given in Case & Zweifel (1967) and 

Sobolev (1972). For the ca.so of semi i~finite medium the reflection 

co-c.fficiPnt aver-3.g<=>d ovar the azimuth for 1-)1 << 1 ( sobolpv' 1972 ).; · 

i-:irlin (1971) obtained LhP following expression for L ;:J t 1 + t 2 t:: ~ ~l 

1.Lo ( 1-'--) '1l..o[ ~o) 

j :: - "'l t3/2 
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.sobol.av ( 1972). t1y m<=>ans of somp approxim"ltP ... ay Romanova. ( 19C:f.) 

obtainc.-d this n~sul t. M1-V\.L'I'\. ( 1971) a1 so obtai nod thp asymtot.ic 

h:=•haviour of int-e-nsity \vithin a SP.mi-infinite m'"'dium. J'.1any other 

diff-erent cases wen=~ investigated by Roma.ww a ( 1969) and zago a no 

Katsf">V (1969). Vr.;:.ry gooo accounts of asymtotic behaviour of tho non-

stationary reflection and transmission co-~fficients are givPn in 

Ro~anova (1966. 1971) Zage and Katsev (1969) Irvine (l966)J Gurfink 
'1hc. 

and Gutshabash (1973) and Ivanov and Gutshafash (1974) on).basis '2f~ 

diffusion solutions corrected at the boun(ary ( Zage and Ketsev, 197~)' 

or on the b{3.sis of exact asymptotic behaviou:cs of the 5tationary 

variables 1- A<.<:. l. 

-· Nonstationary scattering in a resonancn line has been studioi.c! 

in a manner; similar to stati~nary scattering '-''ith comrletP frequr:o.nc:y 

distribution and isotropic el2mPntary scattPring event. The assump-

tion of non-reentrance of a photon in a mo.dium pnables one to intrcducJ? 

a source funct_ion independent of frequency and is equal_,~ within a· 

+- numeric~l f-actor} to the degree of excitation of thP t,,,o-level scat.c·:;:--

ing atomso 

The equation whi~h dQscribns th0 non~tationary transfer of 

equation in t:h0 1 inear approximation r havr-o t.r.<? follo\,•in-~ form in -;:lvo 

case of that geometry (Nagirnar, 1974) 

{ c( (X) ;3 71 + \i' (X) s - ( A ) 
.J 

• • • I' 
' 

when:. /3 i5 u,,_., ra.t:io of t_hr::-- absorpt_in;l co-.-:-fficient-5 in the c:ontin,_o.t:_m;· 

and the CPntro of li00 ~~0 ~ t: 2 

-~'~<>-

l = Co(-- ! :< is thn dirn-=-nsion 1-=-s.c~ 
).)0 
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freqn9ncy "J o((x) is t.he absorption co-,fficic-nt profile) o<_(o) = 1. 

W(X) rPpr~sents the dpnsity distribution of the photons re-emittpd· 

in thR lin~ over the frequen~y and in majority of investigations 

vl(X) oC o< (X)., The source function in this case can be represented 

in the form· 

s ( Y:,, t) = g(y,t) -

+1 

¢(t-t')cH
1-4- ) 

-1 

(B) 

with g(y,t)dydt isthe energy emitted without scattering by volume 

\vith b~se <of unit area and height dy at depth y over the time-interval 

from t to t+dt in all·- frequencies in unit solid angle (Nagi"V"n~r f 

1974). The nonstationary equation fo"r source function for a flat 

layer of ~inite optical thickness was derived by Holstein (1947). 

The first exact solution was obtained by Veklenko (1959) in terms of 

green funct{ons for an infinite homogeneous medium w~th continuum 

absorption ignored. A spherical problem is also considered., Asymptotic 

~- behaviour ·of green function for y >) 1 and t )) 1 for Dopplar and 

Lorentz profiles and the y -7 oo behaviour of t ( y)' which i.s the aver agP 

time taken for a photon to emerge from a medium of optical radius y 

(in an infinite·mGdigm)~ was ohtainod (Nagirner, 1974)~- The problem 

of emission from an infinite medium was considered by Abramov and 

Napartovich (1968) and Nagirner (1969). An exact expression was also 

found for the int~nsity of emerging radiation in the samp problem i.~. 

the nonstationary H-fu~ction. Thj.s was dono on thn basis of an explicit 

expression for the B-function, its behaviour boin~ studied for 

the hrs..'1ch line rl ') c() _7. 
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~h~ problem of scattering of a photon in an infinitp m0dium was 

r~lated to the problem of a random walk of a particle and the 

f"iriding' of the asymptotic behaviour of the distribution with respect 

to the number of scatterings (Ivanov and Sabashvili, l972)o 

For. a finite layers. the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 

stationary.transport operator with a bounded Kernel has been studied 

for larg-=- t., The behaviour of smallest of these eigenvalues as y
0 

-7co 

for Dopplar and Loventz profiles was studied by Holstein (1951). 

Widom (1961) solved this problem for a plane layer in.wtich a generali-

zation ·is given to a medium of any shape. ~hese results are generalized 

by Van "{:rigt (1969) for Dopplar and Loventz profiles and also genera-

lized for other geometries o::= the scatte>ring media and also for multi-

dimensional media. For t 1=o and conservative scattering with redistri

bution law depending upon thermal motion of the atoms7 ~ield (1959) 

solved the problem of de-excitation of a homogeneous infinite space 

which flares up instantaneously so that radiation depends only on the 

+ freque~cy and the t.ime. The same probl~m \vi t.h complete fre~uency re-

distribution aprroximation was solvod by Ivanov (1967). Ueno (1962, 

1965) proposed methods for roducing the nonstationary transfer equation_ 

for inhomogeneous media for plane and ~ spherical_ (Leong & Sen, l972j 

g0ometry to other equation? convenient for numerical calculations. 

Engibaryan ( 1965) obtain~·d an e>guation of Riceat.i type for time

Laplace transform of t0e refl0ction co-officiants of a on~-dime~sional 

,~finite. rnedi u:11 in which /\' t 1 ' t 2 and y depend on depth. Fer A dependent 

on optical depth' a nonlinear volterra equation for the Laplace trans-
··"····~-
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form of thP rP{lection co-effici~nt oi a thr~e-dimensinnal medium 

was obtained by th~ samo author (1966) by means of invariance 

principle. Minin (1967} proposed a generalization of his method to 

inhomogeneous media., Leonov (1967) found an exact expres8:i.on for 

the probability of a photons leaving a one dimensional semi-infinitP 

medium with t 2=o and t 1 as a function of the depth of the form t1 (~)= 

t 1 (o)/l-+ &1~, where t 1 (o) and S,are constants. 

The radiative transfer problems in nonstationary media i.~. 

madia in which _optical properties vary \·lith time was considered by 

Presendo'lffer (1958) for t·1 =0aKaplan (1962) considen~d the equation 

for the probability of a photon's emerging from a one-dimensional 

finite medium for the case t 2;o when optical depth depends arbittarily 

on time. Bellmen, Kalaba and Wing (1960) obtained the equation for 

the co-efficient of reflection from a one dimensional medium with 

arbitrary moving boundary for t 1 =o in connection with neutron trans

port in rods. The existence and uniqueness of the solution was proved 

by Wing (196~). The first work on the radiative trctnsfer proble:ms 
,· 

with moving boundaries was considered by Kaplan, Klimishin and sivers 

(1960) for a semi-infinite ann-dimensional medium for bouundaries 

moving uniformly inw2rd or outw3rd~ The total probability of ~scape 

from such a medium from a given depth was obtained considPring tbe 

probability of a photon's lea·;inc~ t.h,., mediumc Kaplan and .<;:ivr-.rs (1960.) 

obtained equations for thPse quantiti~s for arbitrary t 1 S LoonG·; 

( 1970) found for t 2:;=o th.o oxpross ions for thr-so quani: i ties and 

discussed their asymtotic i).ohavio1::r- as ·t -?7C><ac 
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A modification of sobolov•s probability tP.chnique is 

used·by Grinin (1971) to derive relation of similarity and is 

exp~essed in terms of transperency and reflection co-efficients 

for arbitrary optical depth for isotropic scattering in semi-

infinite atmosphere. The same modification is used to find the 

emergent intensity in the case of anisotropic scattering. 

The problem of diffusion of imprisoned radiation was 

first considered by Compton (1922) Milne (1926) and Kenty (1932.}· .• 

Milne (1926) solved the problem as a radiative transfer probl~n 

using the approximation of Schuster and Schwarzchild. He also 

derived the basic equations describing the problem. Holstein (1947) 

with detailed elaboration of physical aspecgs, (considering a 

general ooltzmen-type integra-differential equation involving 

probability of quantum traverse trough a layer of gas ~f finite 

thickness without absorption) used Ritz variational method to 

optain a steady state solution and a measurement of the rate of 

decay of excitation in a infinite slab was done. Holstein conti~%ed 

the study of imprisoned resonance radiation ( Holstein, 1951 ) 

for various types of spectral line shapes corresponding to Dopp.l;::<:::r 

broadening 'l pressure broadenning ~ impact broadenning and stati s·J ... ?5:

cal broaden~ing f~r the case of infinite cylinders. 

) bl 
b(J. d . 

Chandrashekhar (1960 reduced the pro em~1ntro us1ng 

approximation ( ~n accordance with practical situation exists iTh 

a passive radiative gaseous medium ) to derive the transfer 

::{~@q1l,ation which he t~eated in the manner similar to that used in 

the theory of heat conduction. He then used his discrete-ordinate 
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method to the virtually time-ind~pendent equatlon of transfer 

with a constant having values greater than one. The solution 

th~s comes out in the first approximation is found equivalent to 

the approximate solution of Milne {1926). Bishnu and Dasgupta 

( 19S7) -treated the same problem wi tn the help of a method based 

on the coffibinatioh of Wiener-hop£ technique and Lap~ace transform 
191-~.~ 1911) - . i-n-\1-.:.s ~c. o."""'ol. o"th.<..'r 

(Dasgupta1 ) ~ The solution thus obtained/\0-lteexact. ('DCN:l~-\-e--et 
o..!J- J 19 ~I J \ ';)80) \5 ~ 2.) 

Monochromatic time-dependent diffusion of photon in a 

homogeneous bounded medium is considered by Grappin (1975) as a 

one dimensional probabilistic processes in a medium with absorp-

ing boundary. Simple and intuitive relations are shown to exist 

between Laplace transform of time-dependent photon distribution 

function in infinite medium and inside a bounded medium1 as well 

as1 ·£or correspondin-g emerging intensities~ One obtained in 

particular an explicit and exact expression for original time-

dependent distribution inside a bounded one dimensional mediumc 
a..:n.cl S o...'Tf\..Sa ¥1.. 

Rogovtsov~(~975) calculated the temporal moments of function 

defining non-stationary radiative transfer in a stationary homoge-

neous medium using these formulas he obtained gpneralized expression 

for average time and dispersion. The values of these quantities are 

calculated for a flat parallel layer and sphere for various kinds 

of excitation. 

0-y-v;).,__ ...w u;-. -r<l-'V 

Mihalas~(l982) discussed a simple model for solving tim~-

dependent radiative transfer problem. The scherr~ is automatically 

"'~sL..~~~~~dlux limited and affords physical insight into how flux limitatio"n 
.,,\~-~. ' 
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occurs. He developed second order time-dependent Radiative energy 

equation that has similar in form to the diffussion limit Radia

tive energy equation. The time-dependent energy equation approac!1es 

physically resonable equation in both optically thick and thin 

media. 

In neutron transport theory the initial investigation 

were started by reactor physicists and engineers rather more 

recently i.e. in 1940's and most of the investigations were 

heuristic in natureo The basic idea of such investigations was 

that the neutron density inside a reactor after an initial burst 

could be described in the form 

~ (X'Jfi-J t) ==_ L e 
:r== ' 

~.t 
J ••• 

for a set of eigenvalues with decreasing real parts, ?\ 01 • ••• •• ... • 

1\ n' •••• The value of')\ 
0

, the largest of all eigenvalues~ is 

called, time constant ( Davison, 1957 ) and for /-
0 
~ 0, the 

system is subscritical or supercritical respectively. 1\ ==. 0 is 
0 

+- the criticality condition. This types of eigenvalue solution is 

needed when we wish to calculate the effect of leakage or the 

effect of wall or the adjacent gas atoms. In physical terms the 

eigenvalues correspond relaxation constants governing the rate 

at which the perturbed distribution will be restored to equilibrium 

- ( Williams~ 1971 ) o 

In the related probl0ms of neutrons relaxing tq equilibrium 

~~- in a spatially uniform, infinite medium the appropriate equation 

of transper is given by equation (Ool4) with no gradient term in 

~-
<ie:' it. We look for solutions· like------------~-
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~ 
The spectral analysis for the case isotropic disturbances (corres

}~ 

ponds to the case i=O) was studied by Williams {1970). However, 

Kuscer and Corngold (1965,1965) has carried out the complete 

analysis which is discussed by Williams (1971). The later also 

discussed the same situations for gas atoms., It is found that for 

~- onespeed approximation in neutron density relaxion problems-,Tkere 

is only one eigenvalueo For separable Kelnels however a continuous 

spectrum can be obtained., The nature of eigen¥functions correspond-

ing to continuous spectrum is discussed by Corngold et al (1963)~ 

Koppel .{1963) and Williams (1966). For solid 1 liquid and gas the 

s~me relaxation problem are studied on the basis of the work of 

Kuscey and corngold (1965) which shows that the continuous eigen-

value spectrum spans the same region as in separable kernel approzci-

mation. But the discrete spectrum is dependent on the nature of 

moderator (solid~ liquid or gas). The existence of discrete eigen-

values is discussed by shizuta (1964) 1 Ukai (19G5)' Wood (1966)~ 

shapiro and corngold (1965) and Williams (1966). 

-?It 
A complete knowledge of eigPnvalue spectrum for e t):O::~·'i:t-· 

time-dependence helps in understanding the evaluation of the 

neutron population in the system and have some important bearim::;: 

on the interpretation of pulsed neutron experiments .. The genera.:!J. 

~ , problem of finding the complete history of the pulse as a funct:icn 

.. ·.·~.-:.;~
·:~ ,-

of time is a difficult one • 
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Jergens (.:~·.s~;, 1962) study showc::,d that for a convex .Vody 

of finite size the eigenvalue spectrum ;s purely d' ..... ~screte provided 

the particle speed is bounded away from zero and d exten s to infinite-

ly~ Nelkin (1963) showed that in pulsed n ut · e ron e.xper~ment neutrons 

can attain all speeds and the eigen value spectrum contains a 

continuum and a few discrete modes~ Al~ these results were genera

lized by A~bertoni and Montagnini (1966)1 Bendnerz (1965). It has 

~- been proved by Grosshog and Sjostrand (1971~ :..':3'7~) that the eigen

value spectrum for a non convex system is different from that of 

.. 

t . $'TOStTa.."l''.c.l(\':> =tb"\ S--t(ll.dJ'eJ.. Co~ ~X ~cots 6l TV'IOl'\.O<!.VI.e.~-\-.C. a,. convex sys em. "" · '.1 ~ .-h..,..,. 11 _. ~ <1 ~ 
-ne.uJ:--ye~ -1Y¢..~"av\- .(!_~l ~o"l'\. to~ 'VWU.o-I.N.1 • ar~~ 0\ v-v.~o..~ c.~so ·· .1cr· 

Lenner and Wing (1955) have studied the bare infinite slab 
.. ' 

geometry incorporating exac~ boundary conditions. Their results 

show that the eigenvalue spectrum consists of a finite number of 

points and as the slab thickness tends to zero, only the fundamen-

tal mode remains. Mika {1967)_ has shown that there may not exist 

any discrete mode for energy dependent transport ia a slab. Von 

+· Norton ( 1962) proved the existence of infinite number of unbou:m:Co::>.d 

real discrete eigenvalues for one speed isotropically scattering 

transport equation in a homogeneous sphere. Montagnini ("1976) 

extended this study for two region problem with vacuum boundar~f 

conditions on outer boundary and identical cross sections. The 

close analogy between time-eigenvalue and criticality problem 

( s jostrand_, 1959 ) has oeen used in the above mentioned theore-:~5~-

~ cal and computational work. 

Dahl and shani (1983rl984) used the int~gral form of a. 

transport equation with additional observation that the above-
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mentioned analogy also exists for complex /\ ., They use--d the 

Carlvik's {1968) method the solve the criticality proolem and 

generalized Carlvik' s method for complex ". 

A-great many of problems particularly in neutron slowing 

~own problem (~itn no space gradient term in equation of transfer) 

have been solved by Laplace transform t-echnique. For pulse problem 

it is very much important to know how it changes from classical 

'slowing down spectrum into thermal spectrum ( WilJ..iams, 1966 ) • 

By a modified method of corngold (1959) (asymptotic solution for 
I 

'stationary absorption spectrum for 
1 lv absorption) reconstruction 

of _spectrum from time-moments of distribution function 'r<E,t)J 

E being energy variable~·for non-hydrogenous element.could be done 

'by means of an exponential series approximation of Laplace trans-

formed distribution tunction ~hose first term gives the gaussian 

spectrum with a mean slowing down timeo However a complete analysis 

and history of the pulse from its initial state to final state 

could not be understood except at the i~itial stateo' 

For an infinitely ho~geneous hydrogenous medium with 

source function of the following form 

S(E,t) ::: Q b(E) S<t) ••• ( o. 2~ ) 

where Q is some known con,.st;mt and S -represents Dirac 6-function, 
: 

Ornstein and Uhlenbeck (l937) observed that inhomogeneous integral 

equation for transformed distributior. is same in form to steady 

state equation for absorptioi1 proportional to 
1 

/V if the transform 
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v
parameter is identified with/(absorption co-effici~nt) ~· When 

the fission processes ar8 included with S -function type sourcps 

and fission energy spectrum' the solution is rather difficult to 

invert because the transformed distribution is found to contain 

poles of fission origin and singularitiesc However for constant 

l scattering cross-sections and V scattering the solution have been 

found ( WilliamsJ 1966 ). For absorption and fission proportional 

l 
to v! the slowing down time is a sensitive function of velocity 

for far suberitical systemo Near criticality the time is large as 

expected from the fact that at this stage it is difficult to 

separate source.neutrons fro~ fission neutrons. More recently 

Mondal (l977) reported the same for infinite homogeneous hydrogenous 

multiplying media based on multienergy group formalism developed by 

Beyon et al (1970) with the additional observation that slowing 

down time increase with decrease in neutron energy. Beyon (1974) 

found exact exp~essions for time~ space and directioncosines depen

dent neutron flux discontinuities due to elastic and inelastic 

scattering and demonstrated that this may exist for a period of 

order of nano- seconds after initial neutron source pulseQ 

The problem of time energy distribution of neutron slowed 

down by elastic collissions in spherically symmetric centre of mass 

system against tree nuclei was solved by Olesson (1955) by Laplace 

transform methodg He used asymptotic ~ormula tor la~geffiergy and 

saddle point method. The following equation descrioes the history 

of such pulse tor isotropic scattering, 
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L~E) ~~(E,t) + \fl(E,t) = 1 
'E 

~ C(E') 'f(E 1 ,t) 

E-q 

eE' -E dE' + b (E) s { t) ., . . ( 0. 25 o...) 

with L(E) = scattering cross-section, 

C(E') = 1 for no absorption, 

q = constant 

For o(= o, the asymptotic solution reduces to that obtained by 

ornstein and Uthlenback (~937) when L(E)~E., For L(E) =constant, 

the solution is obtained oy Wallar (i958)~ 
,, 

so far as we have discussed mostly consists of problems 

which has devoid of space gradient term in the apprppriate trans-

port equation. It is very _difficult to analyse the eigen~value 

spectrum for realistic models of .scattering Kernels if we consider 

the integra-differential equation of transfer which is not as 

simp~e as parabolic or hyperbolic differential equation in 

classical m~chanics where a similar approach stated above is often 

made. We shall now discuss problems which involves time! space and 

angle dependent transport equationsG 

Case (1960) introduced eigen function expansion technique 

familiar in solving differ--=·ntial equation problem~. The solution 

consi ts of a serL~~ soluti•:Jn containing normal modes ( eigenfunc-

tion of singular nature). Although the idea of application of 

singular eigenfunctiun in transport theory was motivated by David-
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son {194~) and Wigner (1959) indGpendent~·~~ Case (1960) was 

first to apply it inthe fiel6 of neutron transport theory. 

Removing the time-dependen(e by Laplace transform tempora::::-ily, 

Bowden {1963) and Bowden and Williams (1964) successfully applied 

the Case's method for analysis of time-dependent onespeed nf.?utron 

transport.in bare slab of finite thickness. These cases had 

c' c; 62..) 
already been treated extensively by Lennei~nd Win9 (1.962). A 

slightly different approach was made by Case (1960) for an infinite 

~-- medium with pulsed plane sources. The appropriate eigenfunctions 

·thus developed are shown to be complete and orthogonal with 

respect to some weig·ht function depending upon the problem ( Case 

& Zweifel, 1967 ). Full-range and half-range completeness theorems 

have been established using theory of singular integral equations 

(N.I. Mushhelishvili' 1946 ). The general solution has come out 

in the following form for isotropic scattering 

'f<x,,.u.a:) = ao+ ¢o+('Yo1F ,s) + ao-¢o_(-))ot f- ! 5 ) 

+1 
+ ) A())) ¢")) ( Y ,f- ,s> 

-1 

( 0.26 7 

where a
0

+ and F.(')) ) are expansion co-efficients which are to be 

determined. ¢o+ are discrete eigenmodes corresponding to the t\.;o 

roots of the dispersion function for certain region in the S-plane. 

The dispersion function is similar in form to T(Z) function of 

Radiative transfer ( BusbridP, 1960 ). The above mentioned method 

of solution has been applied to one-speed equation of transfer 

with isotropic scattering' for neutron distrioution every ·Where 

. i 
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in an infinite half-space following irradiation of the surface 

with mono-directional pulse of neutrons at t = 0 ( -Kuscer & 

ZweifP.l? 1965 )~ Such an approach in one-two media pronlP.m had 
u.n·\e 

also been utilized by Erdmenn (1966) and Erdmann and ~;;if 1 

(1967). They investigated the time-decay of a plane isotropic 

burst of mono-energetic neutrons introduced at the surface of 

.two non-similar semi-infinite media. The contribution due to 

various parts of spectrum of the transport operator have been 

indicated by suitably deforming the contour of integration of 

the inverse Laplace transform. By using similar approach Neuman 

and Bowden (1970) analysed a simple idealiEed two-media problem 

-
in which mono-energetic neutrons are migrating in a thin slab 

surrounded by a infinitely thick reflectors, is solved for iso-

tropic scattering. The results obtained indicate that the reflec-

tion may give rise to a branch out integral while the central 

slab may contribute a summation over discrete residue term. 

Exact expressions are obtained for these discrete time-eigenval-u.e.s 

as a function of material properties of the slab and reflector. 

The solutions have been shown to have required properties in al1 

special cases which have oeen solved previously by others using 

the sp9roach of Lenner and Wing (1955,1956). Kapar (1967) studied 

the problem of time-dependent behaviour of neutron density in 

multiplying media in which the only neutron source is fission. 

:-1e considered th~=> problem for monoenergetic neutrons with isotro---

pic scattering and one group of precursors and tound the distril~-

tion of neutrons and 'precursors every where in an infinite slab 
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of finite thickness surrounded by a vacuum or by a pure absorber~ 

In his treatment he used the two main approach., i.e • ., thP approach 
(I<;)G:z...) 

in terms of semi-group of transformations ( Lenner~ and Wing,. 

1962 ) and eigenfunction expansion • A representation of the 

semi-group in terms of eigenfunctions and resolvent of the associa-

ted transport operator has also been madea This result has been 

used to derive exact expressions for different eigensolutions 

~~ and resolvents. The exact equations for eigenvalues and characteris-

tic set of these eigenvalues are also derived. A second approach 

involves a four~er transform of the spatial variable in the trans-

,_port equation followed by singular eigenfunction in time-domain. 

Full-range .and half-range completeness theorems are proved and 

the equivalence of two methods is established. It has been recog-

nised that if the time behaviour of the neutron angular density 

is sought at a given position the fourier transform technique lS 

well suited' whereas for spatial distribution at a particular 

time, Laplace transform technique is more suitable. 

O..Y\.J. S i e.G..I~Yt , ~<.?Y 1'~ s-\-c.'n ~l"'ol\-h.oi'NM (\. ~T-3) 

Siewert and Burniston (1972):..A.~-~~: extended tne Case's 

method of singular eigenfunction to the time-dependent BGK model 

for gas dynamicso The elementary solutions of the linearised time-

dependent BGK equations for gas dynamics are shown to have for the 

case of no discrete eigenvalues 9 th~ half-range expansion property 

necessary for half-space analysis (Siewert & Bu=niston~ 1977). 

Half-range orthogonality relations basic to th~ soluti0n of 

boundary value problems in thc·case are estaolished by si~wert 

and Krie8e(l978). In another paper Siewert & Burniston (1979) 

-----------------------~-- ----------
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establish~d the unique solution for H-metr~x appropriate to 

typical half-space analysis using I'-1uskhelishvili ( 1946) approach. 

The first application of operator theory in time-dependent 

transport theory were made by Lenner and Wing (1955 1::.. .·.~-: ~1956), L•·li"''''''.i:) 

They considered special problem of a slab reactor with mono-

energetic ~ neutrons for isotropic scatter~ng. The0choose Hilbert 

2 space L (~X J), where D. =(,;...a, a) and J== i=l.l_/' for functional 

-.~ formulation of the problem. A complete analysis of stationary 

'+~-

+l 
transport operator (A= -f1?x + ~ ~ ·d1t) was made with the 

-1 
observation that the point spectrum is a finite non-empty set of 

decreasing points all lying on .positive '(\ -axi~, 'A_ being the 

Laplace transform parameter with respect to time-continuous 

spectrum covers the left half-plane ( Re)\~ -1, /\E C). The residual 

spectrum is empty and the resolvent set is the set delated by 

point spectrum with ReA) 0. It is established with the help of 

advanced functional analytic theory that the operator. A generates 

a semi-group of bounded operators. A representation of this semi-

group in terms of eigenfunctions and resolvent of the associated 
(19€.2) 

transport operator has b~en made. These results of Lenner~and 

wing (1962) are extended for multiplying media by Kepar (1967) 

for a problem involving mono-energetic neutrons with isotropic 

scattering and one group of precursors in an infinite slab of 

finite thickness surrounded by vacuum or by a pure absorber. The 

representation of semi-groups have been further developed with 

the help of normal mode technique. Another study on the same 
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problem with a finite number groups of precursors is reported 

by MikQ.... (1966). I"iike- (l96"f,l966) considered the initial value 

problem for mono-energetic neutron transport in a non-uniform 

slab surrounded either oy vacuum or by a perfect abeorber. By 

using the theory of semi-groups of linear bounded transformations 

he was able to prove the existence and uniqueness of his solution. 

An extension of this work was made by Belleni-Morento (1970) to 

the case of non-uniform slab with generalized boundary conditions 

which include vacuum or a perfectly reflective boundary condition 

as a particular case. On using the theory of perturbation of 

linear operators they were able to display some spectral properties 

of position dependent transport operator and prove the existence 

of at least real eigenvalues and indicate the asymtotic behaviour 

of neutron density as t --7 OGl. A very good accound of application 

of operator techniquQ is given in the monograph of Kaper ~- Lekker-

k~rkgr~ Hejtmanak (1982). 

very recently Beals (1987) studied in generalized manner, 

the existence. uniqueness, dissipativity and positivity of very 

general type transport oper2tors for abstract time dependent 

linear transport equation in the banack space Lp 1 <.::: P :S ~ 

From the various studies of above mentioned t\.JO 

ingPneous general methods of solution of trdnsport problems it is 

a general opinion that for most of the realistic problems in 

transport theory the analytic solution is rather too difficult 

to obtain and in many cas0s this seems impossible. The form of 
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integrodifferential enuation · 
~ pos~s ser1ous methematic2l difficul-

ties in solvinq the realistic probl ·b 1 - ems y ana ytical techniqu~s. 

Hence the need to restore the approximation technique is felt. 

Several numerical and approximate_methods thus developed and 

rigorous solutions to the idealized problems described earlier 

can serve to test the accuracy of the numerical techniques 

employed (case & zweifelt 1967 ). 

One such eluborated method is spherical harmonies approxi-

mation. The basic idea, of the treatment is to represent the 

distribution or intensity function in the following form 

o<J 

'f<x, f'l't) =I (21 + l) 'fi <x1 p-> Pct(/A) . . . 
.. A_-:.o 

( 0.27 ) 

With similar expressions for source and scattering Kernels.Genera-

lization to other geometries or more dimensional problems is straight 

forward ... ( Weinberg and WignerJ 1958; Maghreblian and Holmes~ 

1960; Chandrashekhor, 1960; Ozisik' 1973; Case & Zweifel, 1967 ). 

In all cases if the form ( 0.27 ) is substituted in the appropriate 

equation of transfer Eimple consideraticns are sufficient to reduce 

the problem to an infinitely coupled set differential equations 

for unknown co-eficionts. In order to truncate the series it is 

necessary to assume that the derivative of r~ (X,t) vanishes for 

~ = L + l. This is called PL approximat1ons. First order (P 1 or .. . 

diffussion approximation ) approximations are made extensively 

for problems in finite media with some rPstrictions on boundary 

conditions. (Maghreblian and Holmes, 1960). A very good account 

of P
2
-approximation in the case of frequency dependent non-



stationary radiative transport problem is givr.:>n ny Pomraning 

(1983). 

The system of partial differential equation derived from 

integra-differential equation of transfer by P
1 

-approximation 

can be solved by means of Laplace transformationo But Laplace-

inversion presents a difficult task.~neralization to more 

realistic problems is too complicated to perform. An alternative 

-)r- way to find the solution of such problem can be obtained by using 

the lie-series expansion of unknown co-efficients ( FilatovJ 
I';);;~ 

1963_; Manning and Lemansk~ 1974_, ) • A closed form solution for 

time-dependent cross-sections with separated variables is obtained 

for rnorio::energetic·· neutron transport problems by this method 

( Lemanska, 1975 ). However~ it is found that this can give only 

a particular solution and the method is unable to satisfy general 

boundary conditions. 

A method ( ::s. t-1\enn.id eJ-p..ll_, J iD 

which the solution is expressed 1n terms of a power series in 

space variables with time-dependent co-efficients is developed t.o· 

obtain a system of ordinary differential equation in time to 

overcome this difficulty .. An extension of this method to multi-

group multizone formalism for more generalized problems are made 

by (A .. zurktnden 1 1977 ). 

· Carlson (195p) proposed a~ numerical method for solving 

stationary and non-stationary problems in plane~ sphPrical and 
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cylindrical geometries involving any energy distribution and 

scattering law and all types of- inhomogeneous media. The scheme 

of this method is to divide the solid angle into ~-segments 

and approximate the neutron population in each segment oy linear 

expressions depending on the values at extreme directions within 

the segment. The metnod is called •sn• method. As mentioned by 

Davison (1957)? the method is better than spherical harmoniea 

~- method with respect to computational advantages is computer~ 

Anothel;" approxi-mation technique called BL -method ( Willia'Ir~::-,3 
1966) consists of double transformation (first a fourier transf.o:r·:r1 

with respect to space arid then a Laplace transform with respect t.G 

time) of the distribution function. The transformed function is 

then expanded in series like spherical harmonies. This method 

consists of neglecting the (L+l)th and higher terms in the 

legendre expansions of the scattering and source terms. It is 

p4Dinted out that the basic difference between this method (called 

BL -method) and PL -method lies in the fact that PL -methmd 

ap9roximates flux, scattering Kernels and the source by tranket

ting after the (L+l) the term,whereas B~.. -method only ap:,roxiro~tes 

the scattering Kernel and the source, the flux being treated 

exactly. 

A new approximation based on continued fraction is deve-

loped that yields simple closed lfiorm solution to the single 

velocity~ time-dependent Boltzman equation in a homogeneous 

isotropic medium (Yingling; 1974). 'rhe approximation is developed' 
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~ for an isotropic Green's function source with oath absorption 

& scattering. 

Polynomial andexponentially time-depedent solutions of 

the monoenergetic transport equation in plane symmetry are 

studied by Ilamod and Lemonska (1979,1980) and established that 

-n_ 

= I "fK<x~ I-'-) 
I<=O 

tTt-K 
/(01-K)!. {0.28) 

is a solution of the monoenergetic transport equation in plane . 

symmetry if and only if 

A 'fo <x, p. ) = o 
and A't'K<x,f) =- 't'K-lcx,~) - . - (0.29) 

where A is stationary transport operator. It is shown that 

't'K<x,f-A.) are polynomials only for c=l, 1-;ith real co-efficients 

:bi in all arguments o£ the considered tunctioll. 

We shall now discuss the method of discrete ordinate 

(Chandrashekhar! 1960) which have a successfull history in sta-

tibnary transport problems both in meutron and radiation trans-

port theory. In this approximate technique the integration 

involved in transport equation over velocity variable (neutron 

transport theory) or angle variable (radiation transport) is 

rPplacpd by some quadrature formula. carlsdn(l963,1964) proposed 

a discrete 'S ' method in which the time, space and direction 
n 

are discretized and the intensity function are resolved into 
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component intensities representing the flow of radiation 

energy accross the space-time mesh (differ~nce hetween successive 

discrete space and time interval). It has been found that under 

such finite difference scheme the non-negetivity of the problem 

is not gurranted. For optical~y thin situation the diamond 

difference scheme also showed a tendency for negetive intensi tiets ... 

This is also true for optically thick atmospheres. Techniques of 

overcoming these dift-icul ties are also proposed by Carlson ( 1963) _, 

In forward difference scheme the interpolation relations 

(relations between mean intensity in the cell in the discrete 

direction and, component intensities) were determined for discre·'t.t: 

directions and thus a non-negetive solution is gurranted. But 

the truncation is found to be larger than dia~nd difference 

scheme and hence a combined diamond and step method is proposed 

(Carlson 1963). Using the characteristic approach (Wood~ 1968)~ 

the discrete S - form of transport equation yields under some 
n 

formal restriction relations which gurrantees non-negetive solu-

tions .. Interpolation NN relations being more complicated {Han.Ki:·:,, 

Hill_, Warham1 1971)' this method is computationally more slower 

than diamond and step schemes .. Further generalization to more 

climensions is rea~ly difficult .. 

carlson and Lathrop (1964) used Chandrashekhar's discrete 

ordinate method and obtained accurate numeiical resu~ts for a 

wide class of transport problems. Renken an~ ~igys (1972) usPd 

discrete ordinate method to calculate Laplace transformed intpn-

sity function for suitable 1nversion scheme for unscattered 
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radiations., 

Using the approach of Douglis (1966) .£an apl__,roach which 

JUstiLies the finite difLerence scheme for calculating weak 

solutions of the continuous transport equations with vacuum 

boundary conditions)a finite difference approximation of the 

discrete o~dinate equation of time-dependent linear transport 

equation posed in a multidimensional rectangular parallelepiped 

with partially reflecting walls was developed by Wilson (1974). 

The boundary conditions include both vacuum and reflecting bou1.1~;6~ 

ries as special cases. He established existence and uniqueness 

of a soluti•:m to the integral problem formulated with the help 

of some constituent functions depending explicitly on boundary 

conditions outside basic parallelpiped.,, 

Fano and spencer (1951)' used the polynomial expansion 

of Laplace trans6ormed distribution function., They used the 

following type of Legendre expansior)s for scattered-flux trans-

form, 

= 

and derived the required recursion relation tor N~., Bowev~r_, 

is found that calculations of -integrated scattered tl ux transte:n~m 

shows .le~:'· accurate resu.lts for .large S values even when 70 te:~:.r<•s 

in thP seri0s are considered. This method also poses probl~ms 

in rapid convergencP., 
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Renken and Biggs, (1972) proposed a numerical inversion 

scheme.based on some auxiliary informations ~hich includes the 

knowledge of initial value and slope} asymptoti~ valueJ monoto

nicityf "smoothness~·' theintegral of the function etc. The method 

is a special application of a more general capability-developed 

to solve numerically Fredholm integral equation of the fKrst 

kindo A comparison of results obtained by this method with other 

methods such as polynomial expansion method of Fano and Spencer 
~ kn.t.. 

(1951)~ discrete ordinate method ( Carlson and Lathrop, 1964 )A 

Time-dependent mixed spatial :and legendre moment are 

obtained for the monoenergetic transport equation in spherical 

and slab geometry by Canfield (1974). For an infinite medium, 

a pulsed source at the origin gives rise to finite closed set of 

equation which can be solved to give exact results. A connection 

between slab and spherical moments are derived., 

Lathrup and Carlson (1967) applying the technique used 

in the derivation of the analytic equation 1 obtained discrete 

analogue of the transport~ equation and discussed the solution 

by difference equations for approximation of the discrete equa-

tions without convergence proof. Gelband~ Davis and Hageman (1969) 

considered discrete ordinate equation for one dimensional slabs 

and spheres with no convergence proof. 

Wilson ( 1974) proposed an al ternatinS:J airc:>cti·_m implicit 

scheme (ADI) to provide a solution of the diifPrencP equation 

and established that if a sequenC,,~...:.of differr->nce approximatiO-lls 



is consid~=?red in which time and space increments api_~-roach zero~ 

then the corresponding sequence of solutions has a subsequence 

which converges continuously to a strong solution of the discrete 

ordinate equationo With the provision that time-i,ncrement is 

sufficiently smal~, indepedent of space ~nd veloc~ty increment 

sizes1 the solution of difference equation is bounded ny~ ~TL 

exponential function of timej for subscritical case,co-efficient 

of t in this exponential bound is zero or negetiave and if the 

constituent function an~ all non-negetive, then the solution of 

the difference equations will also be non-negetive. Properties 

of weak solut·ions of time-depend~nt linear transport equation 

~s established as an extension of this work in ~n another pa~er, 

(Wilson, 1983). convergence of 

solutions for weak and strong 

the discrete ordinate method of 
( wliso\'1..} t ')7 'r) 

solutibnsAof the same equation for 

multidimensional, rectangular parallelepiped with particularly 

reflecting walls is given by Wilson (1983;1984). 

Time dependent equation of radiative transfer for a plane-

parallel isotropically scatterin~ medium is solved by first 

Gaussian approximation oy Code (1970)' where the time-spent in 

absorption is neglected in comparison with time spent between 

successive scattering which is usually the case in nova-envelops~ 
_/ 

nebule and intersteller clouds. The solution for semi-infinite 

atmosphere were ootained ny Code and Eason (1970) oy solving 

the first discrete-ordinate equation of transfer by me~ns of 

Laplace transform. The results are fairly accurate for a specific 

time-dependent transfer proble.!TI~_nd can be used to test other 



ap:;?roximate treatn,<=>nts. 

Thompson ( 1970) proposed the wicK-Chandrasnek11ar ap~:a:oxima-

tion scheme of the Lap~ace-transformed integro-differP.ntial equation 

of transfer :tor semi-infinite isotropically scattering medium 

bounded by vacuum or ny overlying atmosphere in which an initial 

radiation ~ield is specified. The same type of pronlem is also 

studied by Gutshabash {1971) using Laplace transform and the 

corresponding known results of approximate stationary problems. 

A gene~al formalism using piece-wise continuous discreti-

zation technique for initial value problem with appl~cation to 

transport theory was proposed by Hennert (1983). 

An iterative method is developed for the determination of 

a classical problem of the initial boundary value problem,as 

described by sobolev (1963)) by Pao (l97e). In some earlier works 

(Pao') 1975~1975) w.hich motivate ti:is papers• Pao investigated san¥:: 

type of problems which involves finite nu1ilier of moving particleso 

A general formulation for non-stationary radiation trc.ns-· 

fer accross a random ai.r-water interface was first forrrn:1latpd by 

Presendoyfer (1971). In the theory, the irregularity of c..tmosphen: 

oc0an surface acted as an effective optical filter to the pasage 

of sunlight down into the sea. stochastic integral equation ~or 

two statistical functions representing outward su~face radiance 

and inward surface ~adiance were developed to solve the reflected 

sky radiance for given waVe heigh~ and slope. statistics. The solu
~ 
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tion is achiP.ved lJy xi: solving in either instanteneous or in 

time averaged fonn. It is proved wi~h the help of Presendorfer 

(196S) that the present instanteneous problP.m is basically well-

defined a~d it had unique solution. In this particular paper 

Presendorfer showed that time-averaged solution is also unique. 

The method of principle of invariance first proposed by 

Ambertzumian (1943) and ext~nsively used oy Chandrashekhar (1960) 

in stationary radiative transfer theory1 is an alternative 

approach for solution of time-dependent problems., First formula-

tion of time-dependent principle of invariance was done by Presen-

dorfer (1958) and he also established the functional relatiozjs 

governing tne time-dependent reflectance and transmitance_op~r.ators, 

The generalization of this method we~e carried out by Bellmen and 

Kalaba (1956) and the method was harned as Invariant imbeddlng 

technique .. The application of this method in non-stationary neutron 

transport problem was reported by wing (1958,1962) for various 

kinds of rod model (including ergoding rod i.e. rodlength changing 

as a function of time). The invariant imbedding argument has been 

used to transform the Boltzmen equation of transport for rod mode~ 

int.o a volterra type integral equations which has been solved by 
ICJ'SE ~ 

iteration (Bellmen, Kalaba, Wing, 1960)., 

The formulation of time-dependent principle of invariance 

iiJ a s,::.mi-infinite atmosphere and corresponding for111ulation of 

scat.tering functio:l was, made by Ueno ( 1962) for t 1 <:_.:::.. t 2 • Wi t.h thE> 

aid of uni~i~d approach of invariant imbedding· B~?llman~ Kalaba ana 

''~-
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and Ueno (196~ derived from the transfer equation the integral 

equation for the scattering function for a finite plane-parallrl 

inhomogeneous~ non-emitting and anisotropically scattering 

atmosphere in the case oftime-dependent mono-directional illumi-

nation BD one surface. A Laplace transform in time domain is 

applied to theseequations for numerical calculationsQ The t ex en-

sian of this one dimensional homogeneous medium of finite optical 

thickness allowing for two characteristic times t
1 

and t
2 

has been 

made by Bellmen, Kalaba and Ueno (1964) and the co-efficient of 

reflection and transmission functions are derived. Matsumoto 

(l967a} formulated a complete set o£ functional equations for 

internal radiation field in a finite inhomogeneous~ plane-parallel, 

non-emitting and isotropically scattering atmospheres_, one of whose 

surfaces is illuminated-by time-dependent parallel rays in a 

specified direction with other surface free from any incident 

radiation, with the help of Duhemel's principle in combination 

with invarient imbedding technique. Duhamel's principle (based on 

the existencP. and uniqueness theorem for. the solution of l''iilne' s 

integral equation) for non-stationary radiative field was deriv0d 

by Matsumoto (1968). On the basis of these functional· equation 

a complete set of· integra-differential equation governing the 

diffuse reflection and transmission of time-dependent parallel 

rays in the same type of medium is derived., 1-iat;.:;.·,l:l1oto ( l967o). 

With tne aid of p~inclple of reciprocity (Chctnd~ashPkhar, 196U) 

Matsumoto ibbtc.:.inP.d the scattering and trans1nissiou functions and 

expressed it in terms of x• ana yt functlOi1So A complete formula
·:··· "'-=--. 

tion of X' andY'« functions l:d:i:-.inhomogeneous and isotropica_ily 
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scattering atmosphere was derived by Matsumoto (l967c) using thP 

same principle of reciprocity. However no extension o£ this work 

to anisotropically scattering atmosphere is done. 

Formulation of principle of invariance for two dimensionaly 

radiation field by means of Fourier and Laplace transform when the 

opticfal properties were plane strarified, was made by Matsumoto 

(1967). Matsumoto a(l969} also found the equation for search light 

scattering and transmission function in a three-dimensional finite 

plane strarified medium taking into account for both transit time 
. . 

and decay timeo· Bellman et al (1963a1 '1963b) treated a model two 

dimensional equation with search light illumination~ The transit 

time of radiation is taken %BBX into account and optica1 properties 

ioeo the absorption co-efficients and, single scattering albedo' 

were assumed to vary horizontally. Functional equations for time-

dependent scattering functions were derived. ~he work of Bellman 
• 

et al (l963c) which does not include search light jllumination but 

treats three dimensional transfer.equation with anisotropic scatter-

ing with optical properties varying horizontally in one direction, 

is another extensiono The invarient imbedding technique was U5ed by 

Bellman~Kalaba.and Ueno (1966) for arbitrary transient and decay 

t i me ~ o..:n &_ .i .. :n.. o-ne d.i...r'l-e. ..,..._ s ,"'on d -m ru:1. ··w. Y\/1 ( l :;) G ~) 

Hith the aid of time-dependent principle of invariance 

t11P exact expression for emergent intensity from a semi-infinite, 

plane-parallel, non-emitting, homogeneous and anisotropically 

scattering atmosphere is obtained py Matsumoto (l974)o In this 
·. "=-

excellent work the Laplace transformed scattering function is 
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expressed in terms of a function which can be ~ransformed to 

Chaodrashekhar H-function by making t. -70.0 • This func1:ion have 

the same mathematical form as that of Chandrashekhar's H-function 

with single scattering albedo w replaced by w
0 

(1 + st
1
)-l 

-1 
(1 + st2 ) ' where S is Laplace transform parameter. The inversion 

scheme presented by Bellman, Kalaba and Lockett (1966) for Laplace 

inversion of scattering and transmission functions derived from 

invariant imbedding arguments is used to compute scattering 

function in t-space. 

The results are compared with that of Bellman et al (1964) 

for botn isotropic and anisotropic scattering and it is observed 

that time-dependent scattering function tends to time-independent 

scattering function as predicted by theory as t ~ o0 • Gutshabash 

(1973) introduced probability of quantum emergence from a medium 

and determined the generalized Ambertzumian function for an iso-

tropically scattering medium of semi-infinite optical thickness. 

In a brilliant paper MatEumoto (1976) prescribed an exact 

solution of time-dependent equation of radiative transfer for 

emergent intensity from a homogeneous and semi-infinite atmos-

phere with pulsed beam of radiation onfue surface. He used the· 

Busbride's (196U) celebrated method on stationary transport equa-

tion. The solution has come out in thP ~orm of a convprgent 

infinite sPries each term of which is a product of two unknown 

functions. An exact expressions for time-dependent scattering 

functions of ntn order is found~and it is possinle to express it 
~. 
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in terms ~f nth order scattering function for stationary radia-

tive transfer ( Uesugi and Irvine, 1970 ). 

An effective technique has neen developed oy Ganapol 

and co-worker for exact analytical and numerical solutions of 

various transport problems in neutron. radiation. transport and 

gas .dynamics problems. The technique was originally initiated 

by Kholin (1964) and provide remarkable numerical solution for 

various basic problems. The basic idea of the technique lnvolves 

representation of the unknown function in multiple co.llissiou 

form as 

. . . ( 0·3i ) 

where + 't' - (x, f' ~t) are functions which have suffered n co.llissions 
11 

upto timet. This representation has the merit to.transform the 

?basic integra-differential equation into an infinite set partial 

difierentia.l equation whose so~ution can be obtained ( Ganapol & 
~~1':.~ JC):t't, '-9=7-Li ,198~) 1~::s~ 

Grossman, 1973J Ganapol et al,~l9?9a, 1980 ). Ganapol and Grossman 
o...nJ. &'-'oi\A.pol. ( l<;)':f{) l ') ~(;) . 

( 197.3 ~used thls technique to obt-:..in closed forrn expression for 
. . a.v-A_..<. .... v,._;.t._· 

density due to isotropic planner pulsed source in a pla.ne)geometry 

and they showed how it reduced asymptotcbcally to the diffusion 

theory result., The case of delayed neutron ( G...:.na~)ol et .:;1.9 1977 ) ~ 

., monoenergetic pulse propagation in a srmi-±nfinit.e media ( (;o..~! 

) and timp-depdP.ndent n'?utron thprma.tizat ion pl-oDlr>u• 

( Ganapol et al, 19J9b) have oeen solved successful~y. The study 

for the case of time-dependent problem in a semi-iniinitP mPdiUi,; 
'"".' ""'=.:.::-
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with diffusely and specularly reflective Doundary conditions is 

given by Ganapol (1981). 

[9;g!) "ih< 

Ganapol (l:n~: v.rith;.hr->lp of iviat.::umoto' s approach ( f·]atsu-

moto~ 1976 ) estab~he~ the exact solution in the interior of a 

semi-infinite homogeneous atmosphere \\•i th the addi tion2l observa-

tion that a component of Laplace transformed nth scattered intensity 

~an be identified as the corresponding scattered intensity of the 

time-dependent albedo problem of neutron transport theory with 

t 1 = 0 1 (Kuscer and Zweifel 1 i96S), which is then solved by order 

of scattering approach as ment'ioned. earlier. Ganapol ( 19.80) carried 

out the numerical evaluation of the above-mentioned work. An exten-

sian of this-work to the case of anisotropic scattering is made by 

Ganapol and Fillipone ( l9b2). Ganapol in colaboration with 1'1atsu-

mota evaluated the ngmerical values of reflected intensity from an 

anisotropically scattering semi-infinite atmosphere with good 

accuracy under the same theor~tical background ( Ganapol and Matsu-

moto 1 1986 ) .. 

Time dependent spatial 18gendre moments for monoenergetic 
o.:ncl ~ '6 \:"I'\ d....,.\ CP-l. 

transport equation .:.ks in sphericalr.geometry can De expressed in 

terms of half anc3 logarithmically weighted legendre moments of the 

flux in plane 9eomet~y ( Ganapol~ 1976 ). In cylindrical geometry 

the moments are shown to be directly proportiogal to these in 
t~ 8!>) 

spherical g0ometry. Ganapol (l~S~~ used multiple collission tech-

nie;ue .... : to time-dependent P1 -approximated eguation of transfer in S l~ 
- o.v-.cl S ~""'..:. - A. .... Is-'~ \:i: o..nck. -fo~~ "-""-~c. bet.""' e.J..-"fY'oQ..-y t<s 

0 

iijfinite-"media for mono-energr.Qc neutrons;\.For isotropic flux 
. ·'·';" 
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impinging on surface,P1 -approximation coincides with exact 

solution. Reconstruction of scalar flux fro,n its spatial moment 

which are f~und from a set of recursive equation obtained by 

weighted integration of·transport equation is an old method .. 

Reconstruction of this nature have found wid<=' spread use in 

shielding applications. For the most part it is found that con-

vensional reconstruction technique, such a~ orthogonal polynomial 

expansion,did not give satisfactory resultso To achieve required 

accuracy, a large number of moments were needed~ thus requiring 

large computat.ional time. In • addition, highly accurate numericc.l 

algorithms were necessary since the determlination of the moments 

are recursive and round· off error ~auld event~ally reduce accuracy 

·and render reconstruction algorithm useless. For these reasons 

other constructions~ such as~ function fitting>have OePn developed. 

These techniques are usually more adhoc and required additional 

knowledge concerning the behaviour of flux being reconstructed. 

Ganapol and Filippone (1984) 'used conventional orthogonal polyno-. ' 

mial expansions to determine the time-dependent mon~-energetic 

scalar flux in an infinite media. 

Due to the fact that multiple collission scheme is too 

complicated for numerica.l computations .. Ganapol ( 1985) and Ganopol 

& Filipone (1985) proposed a new method which proves good for 

obtainir.:g accurate numerical results for any order of scattnring 

anisotropy. The method is based on just m0ntioned concept of 

reconstruction for ~he determination of scalar tlux and is callPd 

polynomial reconstruction -~;.:~~method ( PRi1) • 
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Ganapol. Roybal and Henninger (1979) attemptE=>d to [JUt 

ti~e-dependent solution on an equal footing with time-independent 

solution oy presenting the analytical and subsequent numerical 

evolution of the monoenergetic neutron transport equation describ-

ing pulse emission from a spherically symmetric shell source in an 

infinite medium. The numerical solution will serve as a benchmark 

calculations to whli::ch Timex-sn-finite element ·transport code 

~~ will be compared. The authors show that the desired solution can 

be obtained in terms of the solution ~n plane geometry reminiscent 

of stationery .transport., The solution to monoenergetic case can 

readily be generalized to include ener~y transport in thermal 

energy region for a 
1

; cross-section variablesG v 

Reynal and Ganapol (1980) presented an extension of previ-

ous theoretical and mjmerical development to continuous energy 

neutron transport in spherical ~e.cnV\.e.-\-..,.1 · 

Very recently Ganapol and Po~raniny (1987) used the 

multiple collissim• formalism on frequency dependent,non-stationary 

t.ransport equation using the Rosselend and Plank mean absor.ption 

co-efficients. Anisotropic scatte:"ing as well as temporal tempera-

ture dependenc0 for a s9atially uniform temperature in a seml-

infinite mediu:rt is studiPd. J\n anc1J:-ytical expression for existing 

int 0 nsity at th0 surface is found" !~umerical evaluation of this ' 

by Pmployitig ~lsasser model absorption band is also presented. 
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An analytical method of solution of the time-d~pendent 

radiation transport problem in an one-dimensional, stc.ti-:mary and 

homogeneous medium of finite optical thickness with t = 0 is 
1 

present.ed x by Nagel and l--1eszaros ( 1985) • They have used the 

telegrapher's equation instead.of traditional integra-differential 

equation. The form of equation is, 

~ ( o'r' \ K +<1\ --. I 6 t 

= O(X- X) 1Kb(t) +C/(t) 7 
o L _I 

with boundary conditions ofthe form 

'Y . 
~X+K'f=O 

(J't' 
+dX +K'f'=O, 

' X 
= 0 ' . 

X 

where K = ~ +Ci , the total extinction co-efficients. The concept 

of escape probability ( sobolov, 1963 ) is used to reformu~ate · 

the problem in combination·with path length distrib;Jtion .(Van-de-

.Hulst, 1980 ). By the method of images they found the green func-

tions for semi-infinite medium and slab. Us1ng eigenfunct~on 

method,the solution of equation is found to De in ~grePment with 

other solutions. HowP.ver J differ<?nce in results beth1Pen this work 

-..,.....__ and that of iviinin ( 1971) is reported \<.'i th various discussion. 



Palmari (19~7) used classital integral transforn method 

to solve for angular distribution and density in an infinite 

plane geometry with isotropic scatterings for both mono-direction-

al and isotropic 1 infinite' planer pulsed source. Papmehl (l966) 

obtained the time-dependent green functions by Fourier transform 

technique in both time and space co-ordinates. Boffi (1966) used 

(for pulsed plane source) the same technique (Fourier transform 

with respect to spatial co-ordinates and Laplace transform with 

respect to time-variables) but inverted first the Fourier trans-

form which after tedious mathematical calculations gave transpa-

rent expressions for,the density only. In ~his work Palmeri (1987) 

did the Laplace inversion first. The results are straightforward 

and simple. The expression tor density is found to agree with 

that obtained by Case's (1960) eigenfunction method and Ganapol's 

(1979) method of multiple collission. It is shown that closed 

form expressions for th0 density in spherical and cylindrical 

geometries can be obtaine.d by means of some identities in conjunc-

tions with plane geometry solution .. As an application, the expre-

ssion for density due to an isotropic, pulsed shell source in a 

spherical geometry' is use<.l to develop an algorithm for exact 

solution of multigroup equations describing superth~rmai neutrai 

particlP transport for isotropic scattering ( J. Dunderstadt and 

-.,. hartin~ 1979 }.. 

In a major atte1npt Nunier (l9~7a) developed integrai 

formulation of time-dependent radiative transfer equation for 

"=-
inhomogPneous slao with nonisotropic and nQn-scatterinr;:J nature 
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for plane and spherical gP.ometry. The a.quation of transf~r 

( Pomraning, 1973 ) has partial differential equation form with 

intensity function depending on four independent variables 

(X' p. 1 'Y,t) .. By the introduction of a ;>arameter S, such that 

( Mihalas and Mihalas, 1984; Pomraning, 1973 ) 7 

a separation between boundary condition and initial condition is 

made. When this parameter is expressed in terms of characteristics 

a general solution is obtained formally. The method of solution, 

is the integration of the equation along its characteristics. In 

a ~nd article Munier (l987b) obtained, using the same approaches 

the integral form of radiation transport equation with spherical 

symmetry for same type of medium. The optical depth is generalized 

to an optical retardation. The ordinary differential equation 

(formed by the introduction of parameter S) is solved 'by integrat-

ing factor and initial and boundary conditions are added as source 

terms localized in space and time as in plane geometryG 

In the jrd paper of the series ( Munier, 1987c) variatian 

in boundary condition (instead of fixed boundary condition with 

time-dependent intensity giveD on a motionless surfac~) are 

includeda As th~ problPm ~ecomes much mor~ difjicult (du~ to the 

difficulty in dnt~rmining ths loc2tion of phnton at a par~icular 

timP) to deal with, some particular problPms (homogeneous medium 

·:.~_ 
':.·-
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with boundc.ry movin(}. with con5t~nt V<='locity) hdve·b~on solved for 

both cartisian co-ordinates and spherical symmetry. ~he met.hod of 

solution parallr-:-ls to the above ( Method of Characteristics ) as 

AA"~•\ny (l"'S'f!"\ <Z._')<.tC2..'\'\J_~ -1\-v.. --\Q.~v-A.~ ~ --sl) ----\--;1"'e_ 
indicated. •Y"J"' ~ / 'J n_ _ll, 11 

f\.... ~- • Qg.Y.__}CC2hi·C........ c...a\JV"~..--..o....JC<IA. 
~cA.s>-1'--'t. -<2..a,f~..Jj...... P- . . 

M.A. Schweiger (1987a) investigated time-dependent radiative 

transfer processes of X-rays is non-degenerate ionised plasmas at 

non-relativistic temperaturesG Starting from a set of hyperbolic 

diffusion equation which has been derived from the relativistic 

transfer equation Schweizer, 1984 >,+he author elaborated .and 

extended the idea ( Schweizer~ 1984 ) of representing the temporal 

profiles of the (N-1) scattered photons as N-fold convolution 

products of a random distrib~tion describing single and collision-

free displacements. The scattering is treated as elastic and 

coherent with isotropic collissions. 

In a second paper ( schultz and schweig~r, 1987 ) a q~antita-

tive discussion of analytical results derived and a comparison with 

Montecarlo simulations are presehted for a homogeneous plasma ball 

of radius R with source ccncentrated on a concentric shell. 

'. "-=-




